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A B S T R A C T   

Suppression phase noise of a laser is a great practical significance in applications of phase-sensitive precision 
measurement. To suppress the phase noise, an ultra-stable cavity incorporating with an electrical feedback 
control loop is always the popular choice, in which the linewidth of the cavity should be narrower than that of 
the laser to provide a stable reference standard. Here, we experimentally verify that mode cleaner plays a noise 
suppression role for phase quadrature in the whole frequency range of the photoelectric detectors, even though 
its linewidth is 103 larger than the laser one. Meanwhile, we found that the noise suppression for one quadrature 
is codetermined by the noise of the two quadratures of the input field. Our demonstration provides a new and in- 
depth interpretation for phase noise suppression in a mode cleaner with larger linewidth than the laser one that is 
important in phase-sensitive sensing application.   

1. Introduction 

Continuous wave (CW) single-frequency laser has been widely used 
in the field of quantum states preparation [1,2], optical clocks [3–5], 
gravitational wave detection [6,7] and so on, because of its advantages 
in narrow linewidth, low amplitude/phase noise and good stability. 
However, it operates not absolutely single-frequency, which is always 
accompanied by phase noise. The derivative of the phase to time is 
proportional to the instantaneous frequency, hence the phase noise will 
cause an instantaneous jitter of the laser beam in frequency domain. It is 
defined to evaluate the short-term stability, linewidth or coherent length 
of a laser. In squeezed state preparation, phase noise is equivalent to 
couple the anti-squeezed noise into the squeezed quadrature, which 
seriously decreases the squeezing level especially the noise reduction 
beyond 10 dB [2,8–14]. In gravitational wave detection, larger phase 
noise limits the sensitivity of the laser interferometer to a lower level by 
introducing a frequency noise in the cavity arm [15,16]. Furthermore, 
phase noise makes the frequency standard of the optical atomic clock 
unstable, thus decreasing its accuracy [5]. Therefore, it is of great 
practical significance to suppress the phase noise in applications 

[16–20]. 
Phase noise represents a random phase fluctuation of the laser with 

time, which results from the spontaneous emission of a lasing process 
[21]. To suppress the phase noise of a laser, an ultra-stable cavity with 
narrower linewidth and lower transmissivity incorporating with an 
electrical feedback control loop is always the popular choice [22,23]. 
But the bandwidth of feedback loop sets a limitation to phase noise 
suppression at kHz region. Optical filter cavity is widely applied for 
spectral and spatial cleaning of a laser beam, i.e., acting as a mode 
cleaner [24]. An optical feedback combining with a filter cavity method 
was proposed to suppress the diode laser phase noise in MHz frequency 
region, but careful optimizing of the feedback optical power should be 
carried out [25]. If not, the authors speculate that the phase noise maybe 
converts into amplitude one due to a dispersion optical character of the 
cavity, and is harmful in practical applications. However, the authors 
declared that no phase noise reduction of the optical filter was observed 
without the optical feedback control loop. A symmetric Fabry–Perot 
cavity was theoretically demonstrated as a low-pass filter for both 
amplitude and phase noise, and it also can be used to convert the phase 
noise into amplitude one [22]. Therefore, a second cavity is utilized to 
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characterize the phase noise of a diode laser with near shot noise limited 
amplitude noise. However, the characterization method only limits the 
phase noise measurement at separated frequencies (1 MHz and 0.5 
MHz), and the measurement is only valid under no excess amplitude 
noise. In these researches, the experimental demonstration of a phase 
noise suppression can not eliminate the effect of narrowing the laser 
linewidth with a high finesse cavity except for Ref. [25]. 

In this Letter, we suppress laser phase noise at RF region in virtue of a 
mode cleaner, verifying that the mode cleaner (MC) plays a noise sup-
pression role for both amplitude and phase quadratures even though its 
linewidth is 103 larger than the laser one. Meanwhile, we also firstly 
demonstrate that the noise suppression for one quadrature is co- 
determined by the two quadratures of the input field more than a pro-
cess of phase noise converting to an amplitude one. Further, a rotation of 
noise ellipse technique is applied to conveniently characterize the phase 
noise in a broadband noise spectrum and which results are in good 
agreement with the theoretical ones. 

2. Experimental setup for phase noise suppression and 
characterization 

Fig. 1 shows a simplified schematic of our experimental setup. The 
laser source is a continuous-wave single-frequency 1550 nm fiber laser 
with an output power of 30 mW and a linewidth of  < 1 kHz (NKT, 
Koheras BASIK X15). Its output is divided into two parts by a beam 
splitter (BS), one is directly injected into the over-coupled cavity (OCC), 
and the remaining part is prepared for the input of a MC. A homemade 
electro-optic modulator (EOM) is used to generate a phase modulated 
signal of the 34.3 MHz for Pound-Drever-Hall locking of the MC. In this 
experiment, two MCs are alternated to act as the noise filter for both 
amplitude and phase quadratures of the laser. The reflectivity of the 
input and output mirrors of the MC1 is 99%, corresponding to a line-
width of 2.5 MHz, and that of the MC2 has a reflectivity of 90% with a 
linewidth of 35 MHz. Therefore, the MC is an impedance matched 
resonator, and nearly all the incident beam transmits from its output 
coupler with cavity on resonance. It can be regarded as a low-pass filter 
to suppress the high-frequency noise of the output field out of the 
linewidth. OCC is an over-coupled cavity, the reflectivity of the input 
coupler is 97%, and output one is better than 98.5%, corresponding to a 
linewidth of δνc=7.5 MHz. The lengths of the three cavities are 426 mm. 
The incident light is nearly fully reflected from the cavity. With half- 
detuning, the reflected light field produces a phase shift of π/2, to 
convert the phase noise into an amplitude one. Two shutters are 
installed to control one of the two beams pour into the OCC. 

A "rotation of the noise ellipse of light" technique is used to charac-
terize the phase noise [22], which is equivalent to an inhomodyne 
detection without extra noise. The central theme is that an OCC with half 
linewidth detuning introduces a π/2 or 3π/2 phase delay between the 
carrier and sidebands (the red curve in Fig. 2(a)). It makes the phase 
noise fully convert into an amplitude one due to a noise ellipse rotate to 
a orthogonal direction (Fig. 2(b)), which can be directly read out by a 
photoelectronic detector. In our experiment, an electro-optic amplitude 
modulator (EOAM) is used to impress pure amplitude modulated side-
bands to the carrier, which is devoted to distinguish the amplitude 
quadrature from the phase one, and observe a full conversion of phase to 
amplitude noise. The transmitted beam of the OCC is applied to lock the 
OCC to an arbitrary detuning frequency, in which the DC output of PD2 
is differentially amplified with an adjustable low noise DC voltage to 
generate an error signal. The reflected beam is poured into the self- 
homodyne detectors for amplitude quadrature measurement, and the 
addition or subtraction of the outputs of the two detectors are corre-
sponding to the noise of amplitude quadrature noise and shot noise 
limited (SNL). 

To ensure an efficient broadband noise spectrum measurement, we 
design a calibration method to checkout the phase noise characteriza-
tion process in detail. Firstly, the optimum condition for full conversion 
of phase to amplitude noise is experimentally carried out. The laser 
beam is modulated with 37 MHz by the EOAM, which is far from the 
linewidth of the OCC to avoid a phase hopping during the character-
ization of the phase noise conversion. By directly guiding the laser beam 
into OCC, the conversion efficiency can be observed by the modulated 
amplitude peak noise power from the output of the self-homodyne de-
tectors, i.e., it is similar with the peaks in Fig. 4. Thereupon, the con-
version efficiency of phase to amplitude noise can be read out by the 
height of modulated amplitude peaks with an electrical spectrum 
analyzer (ESA), shown in Fig. 2(a). At the beginning, OCC operates at far 
detuning condition (ν = 3δνc, point ①in Fig. 2(a)). By continuous 
adjusting the DC voltage in the control loop of OCC, Δ is gradually 
changed from far detuning to half-linewidth detuning (point ③in Fig. 2 
(a) corresponding to a phase shift of π/2). Under this circumstance, the 
modulated amplitude signal completely disappears from the noise 
spectrum of the reflected light of OCC, which indicates a full conversion 
of the phase to amplitude noise (Fig. 2(b) case ③). Further increasing 
the voltage value, the cavity reaches the resonance condition at point 
⑤and the output beam is inverse phase with the input one. The 
measured noise power holds as the amplitude quadrature, and the 
coversion efficiency of the phase noise returns to zero (point or case ⑤in 
Fig. 2(a) or (b)). Next, higher voltage drives the cavity away from 
resonance, and shows up an inverse process as the above steps (⑤, ⑦, 
⑨). Therefore, the optimum conditions for full conversion of phase to 
amplitude noise are experimentally confirmed, i.e., points ③and 
⑦corresponding to the half-linewidth cavity detuning of the OCC. The 
noise ellipse rotation process in a phase space is also shown in Fig. 2(b), 
which is one-to-one correspondence to the points in Fig. 2(a). In the 

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the experimental setup. OF, optical fiber; OI, 
optical isolator; MC, mode clear; BS, beam splitter; OCC, over-coupled cavity; 
50:50, 50:50 beam splitter; SHD, self-homodyne detectors; EOM, electro-optic 
modulator; EOAM, electro-optic amplitude modulator; PD1,2, photodetector; 
SA, spectrum analyzer; PID, proportional-integral-derivative; HVA1,2, high- 
voltage amplifier. 

Fig. 2. (a) The relationship between conversion efficiency, phase shift and 
detuning parameter Δ, measured with the setup in Fig. 1. (b) Rotation of the 
noise ellipse in phase space evolving with the carrier detuning in one cycle. 
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experiment, the length detuning is completed by adjusting the high 
voltage applied to the PZT adhered on the concave mirror of the OCC. 
Firstly, the cavity is locked to resonance with a certain voltage. Then, a 
higher voltage will drive the length stretching to produce a negative 
detuning, otherwise a lower voltage produces a positive detuning. 

Subsequently, the OCC is steadily locked to half-linewidth detuning 
for converting the phase noise to amplitude one. When the modulation 
frequency of the EOAM is continuously changed from 5 to 50 MHz, and 
the peak of the modulated amplitude constantly decreases until it gets to 
zero. We proved that, only when the modulated frequency of the EOAM 
is higher than 11 MHz, the modulated amplitude peak disappears. This 
approximately corresponds to 

̅̅̅
2

√
times of the OCC linewidth, which is 

consistent with the theoretical prediction in Ref. [26]. Hence, the rota-
tion of the noise ellipse for π/2 phase shift maintains as the analysis 
frequency more than 

̅̅̅
2

√
times of the OCC linewidth, and within this 

frequency the noise ellipse rotation presents a frequency dependent 
characteristic. 

3. Theoretical model and analysis for quadratures noise 
suppression and intercoupling 

In this section, we begin to introduce the numerical method for phase 
noise analysis of a symmetric cavity with the model proposed in Ref. 
[26]. For phase noise at frequency ν of a given laser field, the power 
spectral density can be derived from the Wiener-Khinchin theorem for 
an ergodic process as [26,22]: 

(q)2
ν=

1
2π

∫

dν′〈δq(ν)δq(ν′) 〉 (1)  

where ±ν is the analysis frequency of the sidebands (beating with the 
carrier) symmetrically located around the carrier. For a coherent state 
(q)2

ν = 1/4 . And Eq. (1) is also valid for the amplitude quadrature (p)2ν . 
The noise transfer characteristics of the amplitude and phase quadrature 
can be described by the input–output relations of the MC, 
[

δpout(ν)

δqout(ν)

]

=

[
T1(Δ0, ν) T2(Δ0, ν)

− T2(Δ0, ν) T1(Δ0, ν)

][
δpin(ν)

δqin(ν)

]

+

[
R1(Δ0, ν) R2(Δ0, ν)

− R2(Δ0, ν) R1(Δ0, ν)

][
δpμ(ν)

δqμ(ν)

]

+
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − T0

√
[

δpw(ν)

δqw(ν)

]

(2)  

where Δ0 is the detuned frequency of the carrier ν0 from the cavity 
resonance, μ represents the vacuum field entering from the output 
coupler, ω is the vacuum field introduced by the loss channels of the MC, 
and T0 is transmissivity on resonance of the cavity. δpμ, δqμ, δpω and δqω 
are the quadrature phase and amplitude operators for two vacuum 
fields, and the elements of the matrix are defined as: 

T1(Δ0, ν) = [T(Δ0 + ν) + T(Δ0 − ν)*
]/2,

T2(Δ0, ν) = i[T(Δ0 + ν) − T(Δ0 − ν)*
]/2,

R1(Δ0, ν) = [R(Δ0 + ν) + R(Δ0 − ν)*
]/2,

R2(Δ0, ν) = i[R(Δ0 + ν) − R(Δ0 − ν)*
]/2.

(3)  

where the transmission and reflection coefficients for the MC are given 
by: 

T(Δ) =

̅̅̅̅̅
T0

√

1 − i2Δ/Γ
,

R(Δ) =
− i

̅̅̅̅̅
T0

√
2Δ

/
Γ

1 − i2Δ/Γ
.

(4)  

here defines a detuning parameter Δ = ν/δνc. Γ is the FWHM linewidth. 
For a given input optical field and a cavity with a linewidth of 103 

larger than the laser one, three cases of input quadrature noise are 
considered to analysis the output power spectral density, quantitatively 
calculated by Eqs. (1) to (4) with the experimental parameters in our 
configuration. The input–output relations of the quadrature noises are 
shown in Fig. 3, (a) the amplitude noise and phase noise of the input 
field are both 20 dB, and (b) the amplitude noise is 0 dB and phase noise 
is 20 dB, or the amplitude noise is 20 dB and phase noise is 0 dB (It is 
omitted to avoid of repetition.). The theoretical results indicate that MC 
has a low-pass filtering property for both amplitude and phase noises, 
and each quadrature noise is codetermined by that of both quadratures 
of the input field. It means that the two quadrature noises of the input 
field are intercoupled with each other by the MC, due to a detuning 
induced phase shift of the sidebands. Therefore, if the amplitude noise of 
the input field is lower than the phase one or meets the shot noise limited 
level, the output amplitude noise shows a remarkable rising trend due to 
a larger contribution of the input phase noise. 

4. Experimental results and analysis of quadratures noise 
suppression 

In our experiment, the phase noises before and after MC are char-
acterized with the "rotation of noise ellipse of light" technique. While the 
amplitude noise comparation is calibrated by far detuning of the OCC. 
To distinguish the two quadratures, a 16 MHz sideband signal is 
amplitude modulated by the EOAM to the upstream laser of the MC. 

The measured amplitude and phase noise powers of the two quad-
ratures are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, corresponding to the outputs of 
MCs with linewidths of 35 MHz and 2.5 MHz, respectively. The data is 
recorded with a laser power of 1.38 mW for each of the self-homodyne 
detectors. The results confirm that MC has a noise filter speciality in a 
broadband noise spectrum for both amplitude and phase noises despite 
the cavity linewidth is 103 larger than the laser linewidth (kHz), which is 
different from most of the already published experimental literatures, 
only focusing on the amplitude noise suppression [27] or phase noise 
suppression for narrowing the laser linewidth with high finesse optical 
cavity [8,9,28–30]. Meanwhile, Fig. 5 also proves that narrower line-
width MC could suppress both amplitude and phase noises to SNL at 
lower analysis frequency, meanwhile it reduces larger excess quadrature 
noise than the larger linewidth MC in the frequency range of 5–50 MHz, 
especially beyond its linewidth. In illustration of Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 5(b), 
the modulated amplitude peak (16 MHz) is suppressed to the amplitude 
noise floor, due to a far detuning frequency compared with the linewidth 
of the MC (2.5 MHz). Here, we fit the experimental results with theo-
retical Eqs. (1)–(4), in which all the spectral density of the amplitude 
and phase noise are in good agreement with the theoretical results 
(dashed lines of FPN1 and FAN1). It further verifies the efficient of a 
broadband phase noise measurement with "rotation of the noise ellipse 
of light" technique. To analyze the constituent ratio of the noise source of 
the output field, the other two theoretical curves FAN2 and FPN2 are 
presented in Fig. 4. FAN2 or FPN2 is independently calculated only with 
the phase noise or amplitude noise of the input filed. In comparison with 
the fitted curves of FPN1 and FAN1, FPN2 and FAN2 have large de-
viations from the experimental data, which demonstrate a noise 

Fig. 3. Theoretical noise transmission of a mode cleaner for the amplitude (a) 
and phase (b) noise reduction. 
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intercoupling between the amplitude quadrature and phase one existing 
in the transmission of MC. Different from the claim for phase noise 
converting to amplitude one[22,25], we found that the two quadrature 

noises of the input field codetermine the output noise power for one 
quadrature. 

5. Conclusion 

We have experimentally demonstrated a phase noise suppression 
scheme at RF region in virtue of an optical mode cleaner with a line-
width of 103 larger than the laser one for broadband noise spectrum. The 
phase and amplitude noise before and after the optical mode cleaner are 
directly measured with a noise ellipse rotation technique, and the results 
indicate that the noise reduction is accomplished by a noise intercou-
pling between the two quadratures. The results are in good agreement 
with the theoretical ones. Our proposal provides a solution and inter-
pretation for direct phase characterization and suppression with a sim-
ple scheme. 
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